In an emergency,
Request Police in Seconds.
Stream live Video, Audio
and Location instantly.
24/7 Monitoring.

Duress for Real Estate

Duress Application

Who We Are
Duress is the world’s first duress system that notifies Police. In an
emergency, Duress streams live video and location and notifies Police
in seconds, all without needing to call 000.
Duress was developed in Melbourne over the last 5 years, with
assistance from Victoria Police and The Taskforce for Violence against
Women. In an emergency, the Duress Operations Centre monitors
users and are authorised to request Police in real-time.
Duress development began in 2012 and launched Australia-wide in
September 2017. At the time, the only way to urgently request Police
was to call 000 and explain:
a) who you are
b) where you are
c) what was happening
In the event of an assault, attack, or worse, there is no time to call
000, be put through to Police dispatch, and then explain who you are,
where you are, and what is happening.
Users simply tap a button on their phone, and Duress does the rest.
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About Us

Duress has been in development since 2012, and we have worked
tirelessly with private and public sectors and in developing our world
first duress system.
Our development is based in South Wharf, Melbourne, and the
Operations Centre is located in Australia.
BodyGuard Technologies Trust Pty Ltd (ABN 18 303 145 381) is the
sole owner of Duress, and is a 100% Australian owned company
The Directors of Duress are Travis Heaven and Tom Walsh.
Travis - trav@duress.com - 0429 854 282
Tom - tom@duress.com - 0416 215 614
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What is Duress?
It is the world’s first duress system that notifies the Police. The Duress service offers our users
three distinct methods of declaring an emergency. Simply swipe, tap or unplug your earphones
to declare an emergency instantly. As soon as the user declares the emergency, we do the
rest. You don’t need to call 000 to explain who you are, where you are, or what is happening.
The design of Duress was an intricate and reiterative process - over a five year period, we
designed, developed and tested different interfaces with hundreds of participants across
Australia, supported by feedback and improvements suggested by Victoria Police.
The Australia-wide user testing had a single goal - allow people to easily, quickly and discreetly
declare an emergency. This repeated user testing resulted in some incredible advances not
just in the technology but also in the way users interact with the service, most notably giving
operators the ability to ﬂip between the cameras and the earphone tracker. The result was a
simple interface that allowed users to declare emergencies in seconds from their pocket, and
have the Police notiﬁed seconds later.
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How It Works

Declare an Emergency

24/7 Operations Centre

Police Notified

Tap a button on your phone to
instantly request police in seconds

Our Australian Operation Centre receives
live video and location and notifies Police

Police know who you are, where you are
and what is happening in seconds

Slide for the Police
Urgently need the Police? Slide the slider
to urgently request the Police.

Touch Tracking
Don’t feel safe? Hold the screen.
Need the Police? Release your screen.

Earphone Tracking
Connect earphones when going for a run.
Need Police? Remove earphones.

Stealth Mode
Declare an emergency
discreetly from your pocket.
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The Difference Between
Slide, Touch & Earphone
Slide - If you urgently need Police, slide the slider
at the bottom of the screen. Police will be notified.

Touch - If you don’t feel safe, hold the screen of
your phone. If you need Police, simply release your
phone. Police will then be notified.

Earphone - If you don’t feel safe, connect your
earphones. If you need Police, remove your
earphones. Police will then be notified.

Different Methods, Same Response
No matter how you declare an emergency, the result is the same Duress Operations Centre (DOC) directly notifies the Police for you
in seconds.

Australia Wide Protection

24/7
Monitoring Centre
Your agents have 24/7 Monitoring
The Duress Operations Centre (DOC) is an Australian Monitoring Centre
protecting you 24/7 Australia-wide. In an emergency, our trained Operators
see who you are and what is happening instantly, and notify police in
seconds. The DOC has the highest security rating in Australia (A1
ASIAL) allowing them to notify Police on your behalf. This means you
don’t need to call 000, wait to be connected, and then explain who
you are, where you are, and then what is happening. The DOC does
all of this for you, meaning in an attack, an assault, or other emergencies,
you can request Police by tapping a button.
If a real estate agent enters a property and realises they need Police,
all they do is tap their phone and Police are requested in seconds.

Highly Trained Security Staff

BOC
Monitoring Team
Night and Day Protection
The DOC is staffed with highly trained security experts who utilise a
vast range of tools and skills to keep Duress members safe.
The Monitoring team comprises anywhere from 4 - 12 members
(depending on the time of day) at all times, with built-in redundancy
and shadow monitoring for every emergency.
Every DOC team member is
•
•
•
•
•

A1 ASIAL Certified
Licensed in Control Rooms and Monitoring
Duress Monitoring trained
Certified in Risk Assesment
First Aid Certified

The Monitoring Team can see in real time live video from the emergency,
the user’s location and the users profile, allowing them to determine
quickly if Police are required.

Duress for Real Estate Agents

Safeguarding your greatest
asset, your Agents.
Duress was designed to allow agents to have 24/7 monitored protection in their pocket, and
the response from real estate agencies has been overwhelming. Agencies Australia-wide has
signed up their staff to the service, helping to prevent the 75 agent deaths every year.
When your agents are running rental or sales inspections or commuting to and from the office
or properties, Duress provides an always-on duress button in their pocket. Once activated,
Duress streams live video, audio, and location to the Duress Operations Centre, who notify
Police in seconds.

Real Time Updates
In addition to live video, live location and notifying the Police, when one of your agents declares
an emergency your nominated staff member will receive live SMS alerts on the situation, keeping
your agency informed in real-time of what is happening.
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#1 Security App
in Australia
In 2010, 940 real estate agents were
victims of assault

REIV and Worksafe have both concluded that
all agents need to be provided duress button
protection as part of their WHS (OHS) obligations

The average real estate payout for damages for
not protecting an agent is $182,500

Under Australian Law, agents visiting a property
for inspections, appraisals or maintenance are
considered to be at “The workplace”
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real estate agent
out-of-office safety
1st eDition
JUNE 2006

It is the nature of the real estate industry that agents are often at clients’ properties alone or with prospective
buyers or renters. This out-of-office work leaves agency staff particularly vulnerable to the risk of injury as a
result of aggressive behaviour by a property enquirer.
Real estate agents have been threatened and assaulted in the course of their normal work activity. There have
been reports of assaults during property inspections and recently in Victoria an agent was murdered. Anecdotal
information suggests that assault and rape occur within the real estate industry, but are often unreported.
Incidents, such as a fall or the onset of a medical condition, also have the potential to leave agents without
necessary emergency assistance.
This publication aims to help the real estate industry to identify out-of-office work hazards, especially when
agents are working alone. It also suggests control measures to assist employers and employees to meet their
responsibilities under the Occupational Safety and Health Act 2004 (OHS Act).

MiniMising the risk of personal injury
Aggression can take the form of actual physical
violence, intimidation or threatening behaviour.
Employers should have suitable procedures in
place to minimise the risk of aggression and other
health and safety risks. Employers need to provide
information, equipment and training for employees
who work out-of-office.
At a minimum, if an aggressive client has been
identified and a decision is made to meet with the
client, the visit should be conducted in pairs. Agencies
should also implement the suggestions contained in
this document where reasonably practicable.

personal advertising
Personal advertising can take a number of forms,
including staff photographs on business cards and
photographs published in conjunction with sale and
lease advertising. Some agents have found personal
advertising an advantage in reaching people who speak
languages other than English and communities that
have different customs; the personal portrayal of
agents can promote good standing in communities.
However, other agents have identified personal
advertising as a hazard and have ceased the practice.
Research shows personal advertising, for example
listing personal phone numbers or a home address,
is a hazard and increases the risk of criminal intent.

The best industry practice for agencies is to not
publish photographs or personal contact details.
If an agency relies on personal advertising, employers
are required to identify any hazards associated with
the practice, and eliminate or reduce those hazards
where reasonably practicable. Agencies should
establish safe work procedures, followed by the
necessary information, instruction, and training, for
people who work alone. The agency should discuss
with staff the reasons for this approach to marketing,
and ensure employees agree and comply.
Staff should limit the amount of personal information
they make public; they should provide a mobile phone
number, not a home phone, and use an office address
rather than a home address.

establishing a person’s bona fides
Meeting anonymous enquirers alone is a hazard and
exposes agents to criminal intent. Risks associated
with meeting new clients need to be controlled
through practical solutions.
One way to reduce risks is to require unknown
enquirers to visit the office to establish their bona
fides. If this is not possible, agencies should put safe
work procedures in place, conduct a risk assessment
of the situation and follow with suitable controls to
ensure the agent is not placed in danger.

Obligations

WorkSafe Victoria and the REIV recommend that all employers and
those in charge of a workplace should take action to eliminate or
reduce risks. They are to establish a suitable backup system for
agents working alone, such as a personal alarm device that is coded
to alert the receiver that the agent requires immediate help. If the
agency cannot meet its obligations under the OHS Act, the agency
may need to stop conducting business.

Direct Quotes
“particularly vulnerable to the risk
of injury”

“that assault and rape occur
within real estate industry”

“aggressive behaviour by property
enquirer”

“recently in Victoria an agent was
murdered”

“Real estate agents have been
threatened and assaulted”

“Employers should have suitable
procedures in place to minimise
the risk of aggression”

“reports of assaults during property
inspections”

“ensure the agent is not placed
in danger”
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Get in Touch

Violence against women is now recognised to be a serious and widespread problem in Australia,
with enormous individual and community impacts and social costs. Duress acts as a deterrent, a
duress button, and an evidence gatherer, all of which is activated by tapping a button.

Designed from the ground up to
allow your agents to quickly request
Police in seconds

Providing you and your agents
with the #1 Protection App in
Australia that notifies Police

Australian Operations
Centre monitoring your
staff 24/7

Live SMS alerts sent to your
nominated staff member
keeping you informed in real-time

To add Duress protection to your agents’ phones, contact us at
info@duress.com and our channel partner will be in touch to organise your rollout

